SpiritButton.com Launches Brand New Quotes Blog
The blog provides inspirational content, quotes and educational resources for visitors
looking for internal reflection https://www.spiritbutton.com.
November 5, 2016 (FPRC) -- Spirit Button has recently announced the launch of their brand new
blog. The blog focuses on bringing positive, inspiring and enlightening content to its visitors through
quotes, infographics and insights from leading thinkers around the world.
Adam Serrano, the owner of Spirit Button, commented: "In an age of greater complexity and
concern, Spirit Button aims to be a place of calm reflection and observation. We firmly believe that
taking the time to breath, check in and ponder, brings greater presentness and peace to your life
and by extension all those around you. This is where Spirit Button comes in. We are dedicated to
becoming an online space for internal observation and inquiry, through the sharing of positive and
provocative content from thought-leaders."
Serrano recommends visitors take time to reflect on the blog posts and quotes that the site posts
each week. Every quote is carefully selected and comes with a description and suggestion for
readers to think about. In the spirit of sharing a positive message, all the content is designed for
sharing and posting images from the blog is actively encouraged. There are love quotes,
inspirational quotes and quotes by famous thinkers such as Mark Twain and Martin Luther King.
Over time this will continue to be the leading resource online for readers.
Commenting further, Serrano said: "Our goal is that you read something here and it inspires you to
make a change in your life for the better."
About Spirit Button:
Spirit Button was started to bring positive, inspiring and enlightening thought to the world through
inspirational quotes, infographics and insights from leading intellectuals. For more information about
us, please visit http://www.spiritbutton.com/
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For more information contact Adam Serrano of Spirit Button (http://www.spiritbutton.com/)
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